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Abstract 25 

GreenCityStreets.com is an integrated Internet application consisting of a game, best 26 
practices library and social network. It was developed to help residents become actively 27 
involved in helping improve their local public transport service. The game and best 28 
practices are designed to educate residents, while the social network allows them to 29 
suggest and comment on specific ideas for improving public transport. The goal of 30 
educating residents is to improve the quality of ideas generated and to communicate the 31 
importance of seemingly small improvements. The goal of the forum is to create 32 
communities of people willing to actively help improve local public transport service (by 33 
providing political support, ideas, and serving as advocates). A prototype application was 34 
developed and tested in Vienna (Austria) in 2011. The prototype software was 35 
successful, but the application failed to attract a critical mass of users. The paper 36 
presents lessons learned and recommendations for similar projects. The main lesson 37 
learned was the importance of having a real client for the application. The application is 38 
on line at www.greencitystreets.com and the developers are seeking opportunities for 39 
testing it at a public transport operator. 40 

41 
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GreenCityStreets.com – An Internet application for increasing public involvement 41 
in public transportation 42 
 43 

1.  Introduction 44 

GreenCityStreets is an integrated internet-based application designed to improve the 45 
public involvement process by educating people about sustainable transportation and 46 
providing them with a forum to debate ideas for improving local transport infrastructure 47 
and services. 48 

The approach is based on the idea that urban transportation is complex and therefore 49 
people will be able to provide more valuable input if they learn about the subject as part 50 
of the involvement process. This approach has been used successfully in traditional 51 
project-based public involvement processes. The object of this research was to translate 52 
the learning-based approach to an Internet application and make the process continuous 53 
rather then project-based. 54 

The research project consisted of creating an educational game, a best practices library 55 
and a social network focused on public transportation to test the general concept. The 56 
three elements were combined into an integrated application called GreenCityStreets 57 
(http://www.greencitystreets.com). The prototype project was partially subsidized by ZIT, 58 
the city of Vienna’s technology support agency. Development of the application began in 59 
late 2010 and beta versions were placed online starting in late January 2011. 60 

This report describes the concept behind the application, the application’s development 61 
and implementation, project results and lessons learned, and finally conclusions and 62 
recommendations for further research. 63 

 64 

2.  Concept/Literature 65 

The main idea behind GreenCityStreets is to improve the public involvement process for 66 
urban transport infrastructure and services using internet-based applications. 67 

The idea of using these new information technologies to “rethink the role of citizens” is 68 
very important and is being actively researched; it is unclear what the right approach will 69 
be, but it is clear that new IT and communications technologies will play an increasing 70 
role in all aspects of government. [1] Importantly, the main goal isn't about data, culture, 71 
accountability or efficiency, though they all matter, it's about building a community to 72 
work together to solve problems. [2] 73 

This section presents a very brief summary on the importance of public involvement and 74 
then describes how GreenCityStreets approached three main difficulties in public 75 
involvement: complexity, apathy and empowerment. 76 

 77 

2.1  Public Involvement 78 

Public involvement is fundamental to a democratically based planning process. Most 79 
countries require some form of public involvement in the planning and decision-making 80 
for major infrastructure projects, new and changed services, and regulatory actions. 81 

Effective public involvement processes are extremely beneficial. A well run process can 82 
help improve projects by (1) providing creative new ideas; (2) increasing public support 83 
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for project implementation; and (3) confirming trust in government agencies charged with 84 
implementing the project.  85 

But, creating and managing public involvement processes is very difficult. They require 86 
both careful administration and, more importantly a set of intangible elements including: 87 
establishing a sense of fairness, of really listening to the public and creating a social 88 
environment with trust and respect for different ideas. These are difficult to achieve in 89 
the best of conditions, but in the time and budget sensitive environment of major 90 
infrastructure projects are very difficult to achieve. 91 

 92 

2.2  Addressing Complexity with Education 93 

One of the most difficult aspects of the public involvement process is the technical and 94 
institutional complexity of many projects. This complexity, if handled clumsily, can foster 95 
a sense of distrust that poisons the entire process. And, a poisoned process, in many 96 
cases, leads to project delays (e.g. caused by lawsuits) and/or selection of less than 97 
optimal technical solutions (e.g. we don’t believe that this soundproofing solution will 98 
work so move the project away from where it’s really needed). 99 

Education is necessary to help address the problem of complexity. As part of the 100 
CalTrain San Francisco Extension project (1997) a new process was developed to help 101 
educate the public about the project and design choices. The Design Options Screening 102 
(DOS) process provided the public with three levels of information (newsletter summary, 103 
summary report and detailed technical reports) all oriented towards making a series of 104 
pre-defined design decisions. 105 

Participants were asked to comment on their preferred approach to making these 106 
decisions (e.g. cut-and-cover tunnel along alignment “A” or bored-tunnel on alignment 107 
“B”). The process both helped to focus public comments and enabled the public to speak 108 
clearly about the options. The process was used twice, since the public were able to 109 
suggest many new alternatives based, at least partly, on what they learned during the 110 
first round of decision-making. [3] 111 

Another important aspect of complexity is that, rather than digging into the details of 112 
complex problems, many people seize on “common sense” and “obvious” solutions. For 113 
example, it is obvious that the best way to solve a parking problem is to build more 114 
parking. However the best solutions to parking problems are often counter-intuitive, or at 115 
least counter-intuitive to many people. [4] 116 

Obvious solutions are especially problematic in public decision-making processes 117 
because they make good sound bites in political discussions. It’s easy to defeat ideas 118 
that would be better for everyone by invoking “common sense”. 119 

Finally, an important goal of public involvement is to obtain good ideas from residents 120 
(today this is called crowdsourcing). In urban transport planning crowdsourcing works 121 
best when a basic level of technical knowledge (e.g. understanding what is feasible, 122 
what works in similar situations, etc.) is combined with a detailed understanding of the 123 
local situation. It is here where an open planning process can help significantly improve 124 
project design and implementation. 125 

In summary, education is important to the public participation process. Unfortunately, 126 
education can be handled poorly by planners if they fail to provide honest information, 127 
withhold information or simply not provide helpful information. These approaches were 128 
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never good, but they are extremely dangerous today given the public’s ability to self-129 
educate using the Internet. 130 

GreenCityStreets’ main goal is to educate residents about how to improve public 131 
transport service using modern internet-based applications. The idea is to be proactive: 132 
create a fun way to learn about public transport (a computer game) and link the game to 133 
a best practices library so people can learn more. The game and library are described 134 
below. 135 

 136 

2.3  Addressing Apathy with Involvement 137 

Apathy is another major problem for public involvement. Public processes tend to attract 138 
only those people most directly impacted by the project. But most projects impact many 139 
others indirectly and/or in ways they do not fully understand (a problem linked to 140 
complexity). For these reasons public decision-making processes are often over 141 
influenced by special interest groups. 142 

The best examples are major infrastructure projects that have negative local impacts but 143 
convey benefits to people throughout a region. While a project’s negative impacts must 144 
be mitigated, neighbourhood groups should not have veto power over important regional 145 
projects. What’s needed is a process that helps identify the best project and the most 146 
appropriate mitigation measures. 147 

A specific example is removing parking to create a public transport lane. Shop owners 148 
along the street will come in force to oppose this idea while the many people riding the 149 
bus (who would benefit from shorter travel times and more reliability) do not get involved. 150 
What’s needed is a process that enables more people to be heard. 151 

The non-participation of those indirectly impacted by projects, those who don’t 152 
understand the benefits of projects, or who don’t even know a project is being 153 
considered, is a widely understood problem in public involvement. Traditional public 154 
information programs use many strategies to address this non-participation but for many 155 
non-participants it’s a question of balance: they do not think that they benefit enough 156 
from the project to devote their limited free time to the too often boring, long and poorly 157 
managed public decision-making process. 158 

This sounds like an ideal situation for internet-based social networking. Social 159 
networking enables people to learn and participate on their own schedules without 160 
geographical proximity (i.e. attending meetings). The goal of GreenCityStreets is to 161 
provide a forum to help facilitate participation in the public decision-making process. 162 

The integrated approach: game + best practices library + forum, helps address the 163 
problem of attracting those who only benefit in a limited way from a project by: first, 164 
using the game to attract people to the forum where they can learn about real local 165 
projects that might impact them; and, second by educating these people about the 166 
benefits of these projects (using the game and library). Since the forum includes the 167 
standard social networking features it’s easy to participate and make your voice heard. 168 
The forum is described in more detail below. 169 

 170 

171 
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2.4  Improved Decision-making Through Public Empowerment 171 

The developers of GreenCityStreets believe that fostering a more inclusive and informed 172 
public involvement process will help improve decision-making in the planning and 173 
implementation of urban transport services. The integrated approach provides a 174 
structure for improved decision-making, but, as we learned in the research, the technical 175 
structure alone is not sufficient to ensure that improved decision-making will happen. 176 

The application needs to be part of an eco-system designed to ensure that the public is 177 
appropriately empowered in the decision-making process. This eco-system consists of 178 
the processes and approaches used by an organization to channel, use and provide 179 
feedback on public input. 180 

The revolution in communications and information technology is forcing all types of 181 
organizations to re-think how they obtain and use customer input. Quite simply, new 182 
technology has transferred a certain amount of power to customers. New 183 
communications technologies make it possible for customers to positively or negatively 184 
impact businesses and change the way they operate. The same processes are at work 185 
within organizations where technologies are being used to help empower employees to 186 
more fully participate in decision making. 187 

As these trends continue the question of customer empowerment is being slowly 188 
addressed in business and government, but since we are in the early stages of a 189 
revolution, much is still unknown. 190 

However, some good practices for using communications and information technology to 191 
help improve relationships with customers known as Customer Relationship 192 
Management (CRM) have been developed. [5] These good practices include: 193 

• encouraging customers to provide feedback and ideas: 194 
• adopting ideas suggested by customers; 195 
• responding immediately to complaints; 196 
• providing detailed information about products; 197 
• communicating through a wide variety of channels, and 198 
• building relationships (which also help foster repeat business).  199 

As this list shows, these are not particularly novel approaches, but rather approaches 200 
that can be more easily implemented using new technologies. Many government 201 
agencies are experimenting with new technologies to improve communications with their 202 
customers, but the process is complex. [6] [7] 203 

GreenCityStreets was built to test the concept of combining education with public input 204 
on the Internet. The original idea was that it could be a stand-alone application. But, after 205 
testing the prototype we recognize that to be successful it must be implemented in a 206 
supportive eco-system, for example by a public transport agency or non-governmental 207 
agency (see lessons learned). 208 

The following sections describe the GreenCityStreets building blocks and the process of 209 
developing GreenCityStreets.  210 

 211 

212 
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3. Developing GreenCityStreets 212 

GreenCityStreets consists of a game, best practices library, social network and a 213 
website that integrates these applications. Both the best practices library and the social 214 
network were created using free software available on the Internet. The game was 215 
developed specifically for the project. This section summarizes the concept behind 216 
GreenCityStreets and how each part of the application was developed. 217 

 218 

3.1  GreenCityStreets: Concept and Prototype Development 219 

GreenCityStreets began as an idea for a wiki-based library of best practices for 220 
technicians. Next came the idea of developing an educational game to encourage non-221 
technical people to learn about the subject. This was followed by a social network 222 
designed to encourage people to do something with what they learned. [6] [8] [9] 223 

In June 2010 the author prepared a proposal for developing a prototype application for 224 
the City of Vienna’s Die Stadt 2020 Call for Projects a program designed to support 225 
projects the growing challenges faced by cities throughout the world. [10] The 226 
GreenCityStreets proposal was selected for funding and was also awarded a prize for 227 
being the most innovative project submitted. The city of Vienna provided 45% of the 228 
85,000 Euro project budget.  229 

The proposal was originally called BusMeister because the initial application focused on 230 
improving public transport by implementing public transport priority measures. However, 231 
since the goal was to extend the application to other modes of transport and street 232 
design if the prototype was successful, the name was changed to GreenCityStreets. 233 
Another reason for changing the name was feedback received from public transport 234 
agency managers suggesting that including “bus” in the title was limiting for agencies 235 
that also operated rapid transit or trams. 236 

Development of the application began in November 2010. The strategy for launching a 237 
website or application is an important decision. In the case of GreenCityStreets the 238 
approach was to place the best practices library on line immediately (so that others 239 
could begin adding information to the wiki) and to release the game and forum once they 240 
had reached an appropriate level of development. All parts of the GreenCityStreets 241 
prototype were on-line at the end of March 2011. The process of developing and 242 
launching each part of GreenCityStreets is described below. 243 

The team prepared an evaluation of the prototype GreenCityStreets application in July 244 
2011 and the Die Stadt 2020 project is officially finished. However, the application will 245 
stay on-line and the developers plan to improve and extend it. 246 

 247 

3.2  Best Practices Library 248 

The original concept for the best practices library was to develop a wiki that could be 249 
used by professionals and non-professionals to learn more about public transport 250 
operations. 251 

A wiki is a website that provides special tools enabling anyone to edit the website pages 252 
and to create new pages. The word wiki comes from the Hawaiian word wiki (quick), 253 
which was used in the initial wiki-based applications. [11] The most familiar Web 2.0 wiki 254 
application is Wikipedia, the open source on-line encyclopedia. 255 
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The idea behind wikis is that “crowd sourcing” (i.e. the idea that everyone together 256 
knows more than one person alone – even if that person is an expert) can provide 257 
accurate information. For GreenCityStreets the idea was to create a multi-level wiki, 258 
starting with general information geared to non-professionals linked to pages which 259 
provided more details and references targeted towards professionals. The goal was to 260 
create a structure that would attract professionals who would add information about their 261 
speciality to the wiki. The professionals would benefit from publicity generated by 262 
exposure in the wiki. 263 

The wiki was developed using Wikispaces, a free application that enables users to easily 264 
create wikis for private or public use. Wikispaces is very easy to use for authors and 265 
administrators. The GreenCityStreets wiki was placed on line as pages were developed 266 
(http://busmeister.wikispaces.com/). The wiki is illustrated in Figure 1. 267 

 268 

 269 
Figure 1: Best Practices wiki 270 

 271 

Work began on best practices library wiki in November 2010. The first step was to 272 
develop a structure for the pages and information needed. The author developed this 273 
structure, prepared template wiki pages and began adding information. 274 

Once there was enough information in the wiki to illustrate the idea, the author used 275 
social networking (e.g. LinkedIn groups) and personal e-mails to tell people that the wiki 276 
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existed and that contributions were welcome. A (very) few people became involved 277 
adding information over the course of the next three months (including one quite active 278 
volunteer). Several of the pages were translated into German by one of the project 279 
partners. 280 

As the project progressed the concept for the best practices library was reconsidered 281 
and a decision was made to create standard web pages for the top level information and 282 
link these pages to wiki-based pages presenting details. This change was made 283 
because the target audience for the upper level pages (non-professionals) would not 284 
need to add or modify information and therefore the wiki software was not necessary. 285 
Not using the wiki software made it possible to easily create simpler and more 286 
interesting web pages for the top level. These pages start with the clear title “Improve 287 
Public Transport.” (http://wiki.greencitystreets.com/improve-public-transport/). Figure 2 288 
illustrates this page. 289 

 290 

 291 
Figure 2: GreenCityStreets Best Practices Library Page 292 

 293 

294 
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The upper level pages were created using Wordpress, a popular blogging application 294 
available free on the internet. Wordpress is actually a simple content management 295 
system. This means that it is easy to create a set of non-changing web pages as well as 296 
dynamic pages (e.g. traditional blogs). Due to its popularity many features and design 297 
elements are available for use on Wordpress-based blogs. 298 

Another advantage of using the Wordpress application was its ability to link the library 299 
directly to a blog. A blog, which is short for “web log” (or diary), is a webpage where 300 
authors regularly post information, in this case information about news and events 301 
related to public transport operations. This dynamic information makes the website more 302 
useful and helps improve its ratings in search engine rankings (driving more visitors to 303 
the website). (http://wiki.greencitystreets.com/ ) 304 

The best practices library currently contains 11 Wordpress pages and 55 wikispaces 305 
pages. The wiki attracts between 30-40 unique page views per day. While this is a good 306 
result given the lack of a sponsoring agency, the effort cannot really be considered a 307 
success since only a very small group of people provided all the content and almost no 308 
one is really using the information. These issues are described in more detail in Section 309 
4 Application Evaluation. 310 

 311 

3.3  BusMeister Game 312 

The goal of the BusMeister game was to teach non-professionals how to improve public 313 
transport operations in a fun way. The idea was that if non-professionals understood the 314 
importance of, what appear to them small, changes to public transport service they 315 
would become more proactive in supporting these changes. A secondary goal for the 316 
game was to attract people to the website so they would use the forum and best 317 
practices library. 318 

The BusMeister game was created by Platogo GmbH, an internet game company based 319 
in Vienna, under contract to the project. Platogo began working on the game in 320 
November 2010. Developing BusMeister proved to be a significant challenge. 321 

There are many games that have been developed that model city planning and transport 322 
planning including Transport Tycoon and SimCity. [6] [8] [12]  The key problem in game 323 
development was how to make what is essentially an engineering design process fun. 324 
Another way to put it is: what’s fun about running a simulation? In addition to this design 325 
problem the developers needed to make the game realistic so that it could be 326 
educational. 327 

 328 
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 329 
Figure 3: BusMeister Game Introductory Screen 330 

 331 

The process began with the author presenting a draft description of how the game 332 
should work to the Platogo developers (who had no experience in transportation). Over 333 
the course of the next four months Platogo gradually created a game and added 334 
features in a back-and-forth process with the project team. 335 

In a nutshell, the BusMeister game is designed to illustrate how public transport works. 336 
Players add measures (e.g. bus lanes) to the “street” to improve public transport 337 
operations. They receive points for improving public transport user satisfaction, reducing 338 
costs and improving automobile user satisfaction. It was important to include automobile 339 
user satisfaction to teach players the need for considering all users. Figure 4 illustrates 340 
the game. 341 

A demonstration version of the game was available in mid-January 2011. This version 342 
was publicized via professional social networks and at several conferences. The 343 
development team also met with the WienerLinien (Vienna’s local public transport 344 
agency) during this period to obtain detailed feedback about the game and application in 345 
general. The WienerLinien comments were extremely helpful to the game development. 346 
Feedback on the demonstration version was generally positive. 347 

 348 
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 349 
Figure 4: BusMeister Game Screen Shot. 350 

 351 

Game development continued during February and March by responding to problems 352 
identified with the demonstration version, adding additional features, and creating the 353 
playing-environment (e.g. level structure, final graphics, Facebook connections). 354 

The final version of BusMeister went on-line in mid-March 2011. It has 12 levels starting 355 
from a very simple street where players only need to adjust bus stops to make 356 
customers happy, and ending with a very complex street where players can add many 357 
different measures and adjust bus operations settings to improve service. The game can 358 
be played on the GreenCityStreets website or as a Facebook game. It includes a social 359 
networking aspect so players can see how well they are doing and/or share results on 360 
Facebook. 361 

Many people played the game (there were 463 registered users on facebook as of July 362 
25, 2011). There were 885 unique page views of the game referred from the 363 
GreenCityStreets website and the average time spent by those users was 3:34 minutes. 364 

According to feedback most people liked the game but also found it too hard to start 365 
playing. Once players fully understood the user interface and reached an upper level 366 
they found it quite fun, but too few players reached this level. These issues are 367 
described in more detail in Section 4 Application Evaluation. 368 

The BusMeister game can be played at: http://www.greencitystreets.com/busmeister. 369 

 370 
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3.4  Social Network: GreenCityStreets Forum 371 

The GreenCityStreets Forum is a social networking platform designed to encourage 372 
formation of local groups that will actively help make their local transport systems more 373 
sustainable. The goal is to create communities of people willing to do more than simply 374 
clicking on a “Like” button. 375 

The Forum allows users to suggest improvements for their local transport system and 376 
then allows other users to comment, “Like”, add more information, etc. There are three 377 
important objectives for the social network: 378 

• Crowdsourcing – residents often understand local issues better than planners, 379 
the forum encourages them to suggest ideas and allows others to provide more 380 
information; 381 

• Political Support – many good ideas lack political support (see Section 2.3), the 382 
forum allows people to express support for ideas, thus providing political support 383 
for good ideas even when the people cannot attend meetings in city hall; 384 

• Committed Customers – transport agencies need advocates in the real and 385 
virtual worlds. The forum allows local residents to carry on a conversation about 386 
transport where they (educated with help from the game and library) provide 387 
information to others about public transport. Furthermore, the forum gives these 388 
advocates an opportunity to organize real activities to help improve local 389 
transport (e.g. clean-up days). 390 

As the definitions of these objectives show, to be fully functional the Forum needs to be 391 
embedded in a supportive eco-system. More specifically, there needs to be an 392 
organization (e.g. transport agency) that believes in the idea of actively involving the 393 
public in helping improve operations and is willing to dedicate sufficient resources to 394 
facilitating this type of public involvement (similar to what innovative private sector 395 
companies are doing, see Section 2.4). 396 

Figure 5 illustrates the GreenCityStreets Forum. The forum presents ideas from users 397 
for improving public transport. These ideas can be sorted by city, route number, user 398 
who suggested the idea, and several other ways. The ideas are also presented on a 399 
Google Maps application on the page. The Forum was built on the Facebook platform. 400 
People wishing to actively participate (i.e. add ideas, comment on or “Like” existing 401 
ideas) must log-in via Facebook (although anyone can read forum ideas and comments). 402 

The Forum is similar to sites like seeclickfix (http://seeclickfix.com), fixmystreet or Fix 403 
This Tool. These applications allow citizens to report non emergency issues to their local 404 
governments and provide government agencies with many tools to help manage this 405 
information. [6] The main difference is that with the GreenCityStreets integrated 406 
approach, people using the Forum can also learn something about the problem they are 407 
commenting on, which should increase the quality of their contributions. 408 

The Forum was launched with the BusMeister game in March 2011. The forum’s 409 
software functions worked well, but the forum did not attract any users outside the 410 
project team. 411 

412 
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  412 

 413 
Figure 5: GreenCityStreets Forum screenshot. 414 

 415 

There were several reasons why the application failed to attract users: first, it lacked 416 
critical mass – no one will use it if no one else is using it; second, it’s difficult to achieve 417 
this critical mass without being embedded in a supportive eco-system so that users felt 418 
that their comments were actually being used by someone; and, third, users had to log-419 
in via Facebook to fully use the forum features. These issues are described in more 420 
detail in Section 4 Application Evaluation. 421 
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 422 

3.5  GreenCityStreets Website 423 

The GCS website is a standard website providing links to the game, forum, best 424 
practices library, blog and wiki. The website was placed on-line simultaneously with the 425 
final version the BusMeister game and the GCS Forum. The webpage itself has 426 
attracted 634 unique page views as of July 25, 2011. 427 

 428 

4.  GreenCityStreets Application Evaluation 429 

The project goal was to test whether an integrated set of on-line applications could help 430 
improve public transport operations by educating local residents and providing them with 431 
a forum for expressing their ideas. This goal was partly accomplished: the application 432 
was created, tested and it worked, however the applications did not attract users and 433 
therefore the ultimate goal of improving public transport operations was not achieved. 434 

While the project was not fully successful, a great deal of useful information about the 435 
approach was obtained and this information will assist in improving the application. This 436 
section summarizes the most important lessons learned. 437 

 438 

4.1 Lack of a Client 439 

The original idea was that the game alone would attract people and encourage them to 440 
start and participate in local forums to discuss public transport improvements in their 441 
cities. In fact the game and applications did not attract enough people to achieve this 442 
goal. 443 

In retrospect it seems naive to have thought that the game alone could attract sufficient 444 
people to reach critical mass, but this is a common mistake. The huge amount of 445 
publicity for successful social games (e.g. Farmville) makes game development appear 446 
easy. 447 

The solution to this problem is to develop the application for a particular client. A client 448 
would have provided several advantages: (1) more publicity; (2) more resources and 449 
focus for the project; and, (3) a supportive eco-system (i.e. someone who will do 450 
something with forum ideas). A variety of organizations could be good clients for the 451 
application including public transport agencies and local advocacy groups. 452 

 453 

4.2 GreenCityStreets is an Innovative Concept 454 

An important reason for not having a client is that the idea of using an on-line application 455 
to create and nurture relationships with customers is difficult for all but the most 456 
progressive private businesses, introducing these ideas in the public sector is extremely 457 
hard. [13] 458 

In fact, the project team met with Vienna’s public transport operator during application 459 
development and the agency considered buying the application. Their main goal was to 460 
use it as part of their Facebook presence, essentially giving visitors something to do (a 461 
game to play) when they visit the website. They were fairly unenthusiastic about using 462 
the application to collect ideas and comments from customers; they felt that this would 463 
add to their work (responding) and that they should not support a forum where people 464 
would complain in public about their service. 465 
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This example is not at all meant as a criticism of the Vienna public transport agency. The 466 
agency’s reasons for not using the application are easy to understand and are, in fact, 467 
key arguments almost all companies use for not getting more involved in social network 468 
based customer input programs.  469 

However, it’s also clear that some innovative companies have been very successful 470 
using this approach to improve their products and services by making them more 471 
efficient and attractive. There is a great need for improvement in public transport, this 472 
approach could be part of the answer. 473 

Finally, it’s important to remember that new social networking and information 474 
technologies are making it easier for “outsiders” to create applications that could 475 
influence the business. Far better for public agencies to be proactive; creating their own 476 
applications so that they position themselves as innovative agencies and obtain data 477 
that can help them improve their operations. 478 

 479 

4.3 Content for Best Practices Library 480 

The best practices library is intended to present information about how to make public 481 
transport more efficient and attractive. There is a huge amount of information about this 482 
subject already available on the internet, the GreenCityStreets objective was to organize 483 
this information so that it would be easily available and understandable to non-484 
professionals. The organizing concept was: “Here are six things you can do to make 485 
public transport work better.” The wiki would allow users to get a simple introduction to 486 
the idea, but be linked to other pages with more details. 487 

It proved very difficult to get people to add information to the wiki best practices library. 488 
One volunteer created a great deal of content, but he did this as part of a practical 489 
experience project. Several others added information about their specific projects (e.g. 490 
information about implementing a public transport priority traffic signal program), but 491 
most of the information added to the wiki was created by the author. 492 

The main problem is that very few people are interested in providing information for a 493 
website that won’t be seen. Of course this is a self-fulfilling prophecy, if no one adds 494 
information then no one will go to the site, etc. Websites need to reach a critical mass 495 
before they become popular. The hope was that professionals would contribute to the 496 
best practices library as a way of publicizing their research and projects. Ultimately the 497 
wiki could provide an up-to-the-minute literature review of the latest research. 498 

The way to solve this problem is to link the best practices library to an organization or a 499 
research project. An organization would fill the wiki with content it had already developed 500 
(perhaps from a literature review) and provide editors to control the quality of 501 
information. Once critical mass was reached the wiki would become attractive to others 502 
who would see it as a way of publicizing their work.  503 

Interestingly, OpenPlans experimented with a project called StreetsWiki [6] but, due to a 504 
reprioritization of resources, stopped its direct involvement in the project. One of the 505 
problems with Streetswiki was its huge mixture of article subjects, which, given the 506 
organization’s goals makes sense, but which creates a significant administrative burden. 507 
In contrast the GreenCityStreets wiki was focused on one specific subject (techniques 508 
for improving public transport); this would make it an ideal candidate for being created as 509 
part of the dissemination effort for a moderately sized research project. 510 

 511 
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4.4 Difficulty Playing BusMeister 512 

Creating a fun game is difficult. Creating a fun game designed to teach players about a 513 
technical subject is even harder. Section 3.3 summarizes some of the difficulties 514 
experienced in designing the BusMeister game. 515 

The overwhelming majority of comments received on BusMeister was that the game was 516 
too difficult to play at the beginning. This meant that the user interface was not 517 
sufficiently clear, attractive and easy to use, and that the game progression did not 518 
provide sufficient encouragement to keep playing. 519 

These problems meant that many people were turned-off in the first level and did not get 520 
far enough into the game for it to become interesting; players who did master the 521 
interface and kept playing to about level 5 were much more enthusiastic about the game, 522 
finding it to be interesting and exciting. Figure 6 illustrates some of the bus settings 523 
features in BusMeister, explaining all these features is difficult. 524 

 525 

 526 
Figure 6: BusMeister bus settings options, annotated screenshot. 527 

 528 

The feedback clearly showed that BusMeister’s user interface and progression needed 529 
to be improved. The improvement process would use detailed evaluation and player 530 
feedback to identify specific changes, revise the game and repeat the evaluation/revision 531 
process until the game was sufficiently attractive. One interesting technique is watching 532 
people (who know nothing about the game) play to learn where they are having 533 
difficulties. Unfortunately this type of detailed feedback-revision process was beyond the 534 
project budget. 535 

A further complication in the game development was technology. The game was created 536 
using Adobe Flash and therefore could not be played on all devices (e.g. Apple iPad). 537 
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This reduced interest in the game for a potentially ideal audience (i.e. bus riders on 538 
buses). 539 

 540 

4.5 Facebook Limitations 541 

A shortcoming in the prototype GreenCityStreets Forum application is the need to use 542 
Facebook to fully participate. Using the Facebook interface made it possible to develop a 543 
full-functioned forum application for the research project, but meant that active 544 
participation is limited to Facebook members. 545 

While there are over 700 million Facebook members (over 50% participation in many 546 
countries), there are still many people who refuse to join Facebook due to privacy 547 
concerns or for ideological reasons. This limits the forum participation; importantly, 548 
generally more older people refuse to join Facebook than younger people, so 549 
information in the forum could also be biased. 550 

Using Facebook for the forum was appropriate for the prototype, but in a real application 551 
(e.g. for a public transport agency), the forum should be hosted on a private server to 552 
allow non-Facebook users to participate, but also so that the organization could use the 553 
information generated more easily. 554 

On the other hand, given Facebook’s popularity it would be a mistake to neglect 555 
Facebook in future versions of the forum or other parts of GreenCityStreets. What’s 556 
needed are well designed applications that can be used by Facebook and non-Facebook 557 
users alike. 558 

A good example of this integration is the way the BusMeister game is handled: there 559 
players could log-in directly via the GreenCityStreets server or via Facebook.  560 

 561 

4.6 Better Integrated Website 562 

The GreenCityStreets website provides links to the main applications. The applications 563 
themselves are hosted on other websites (e.g. wikispaces). The use of outside server 564 
applications simplifies the process of developing a prototype application, and was 565 
therefore suitable for this project, but it also adds complication and reduces the ability to 566 
create a strong internet presence. If the application is developed for use by a specific 567 
agency or organization, the website and applications should be fully integrated. 568 

 569 

5.  Conclusions and Recommendations 570 

The GreenCityStreets project succeeded in developing and placing on-line an integrated 571 
application designed to help enable citizens to learn about improving public transport 572 
and to suggest and support ideas for improving their local public transport services. 573 
Many people used the prototype application and provided feedback for use in identifying 574 
problems and potential solutions. 575 

Unfortunately the project did not succeed in achieving its ultimate objective of creating 576 
an active social network actually using the application to improve their local public 577 
transport services. The researchers plan to refine the prototype based on the feedback 578 
to create applications that are more successful at achieving this objective. 579 
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The ideas for improving the prototype are outlined above (Lessons Learned), but the 580 
research also identified general problems that need to be addressed when developing 581 
similar applications: 582 

• It’s harder than it seems. Good websites, social networks and games may look 583 
simple, but they require very careful planning and implementation. The 584 
researchers were highly optimistic going into the project and underestimated the 585 
resources and expertise needed. 586 

• You need a customer. Customers provide resources, no nonsense feedback 587 
and more importantly a clear purpose. The lack of a clear customer was a 588 
serious problem for GreenCityStreets. 589 

• You need users. Stating the obvious but too often forgotten especially as 590 
participants start getting more involved in the technology of a particular 591 
application. Addressing the first two points above is a good start to attracting 592 
users. 593 

The researchers continue to believe that the GreenCityStreets approach of combining 594 
education with social networking tools to create committed advocates for improved 595 
public transportation makes sense, but the prototype application needs to be improved 596 
to achieve this goal. 597 
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